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THE COMATEL GROUP WILL SURPRISE AT THE INTERNATIONAL GAMING SHOW
The Comatel Group returns with strength to the 37th International Gaming Show edition that
will be held on 9th and 10th April in Ifema, Madrid. The team is preparing various events that
will surprise the attendees at their stand C6 in Hall 3.
Comatel, as it did in its 25th anniversary in 2015, will invite all visitors to its booth to eat
Valencian paella for approximately 1,500 people on 9th April. The preparation of this typical
Valencian dish will be carried out by the Galbis company, with two Guinness Records behind it
in the cooking of giant paellas.
As a novelty this year there will be a space dedicated to Cocktails by Iván Talens, renowned
bartender at national level who leads the barmen team of Café Madrid restaurant, one of the
Comatel Group's catering businesses. The audience attending the stand will be able to taste
the cocktails while enjoying their elaborate on-site preparation. A show for anyone who wants
to visit us.
For those moments when you want to relax and make a break to rest, Comatel will have a bar
where you can have a drink and eat freshly cut ham.
In its 700m2 booth Comatel will present the most notable models, such as Multiliner V24,
Multiliner Bar, Multiliner Twin, and Multiliner C24 Black Edition. The Performer Grand Arc
three-screen version and the Roulette Grand Jeu 24 HX and HD with Jackpot by Amatic will be
showed at the booth too. One of the novelties to be highlighted will be the show of new
models for the Hostelry Industry.
The whole Comatel team awaits your visit at booth C6 of the International Gaming Show to
meet in a relaxed atmosphere and have a good time.

